Reference USA®

Steve Laird, President

Reference USA® is a powerful online reference and research tool providing library cardholders instant, real-time access to accurate, in-depth information on 24 million U.S. businesses and 240 million US residents. Reference USA® makes it faster and easier to find new business opportunities, research executives and companies, find news articles, job searches, research papers, locate addresses and phone numbers, conduct market research, and much more.

www.ReferenceUSA.com

Blairia R. Simqu, President & CEO

Founded in 1965 by Sara Miner McCune to support the dissemination of usable knowledge and educate a global community, SAGE publishes more than 850 journals and more than 800 new books each year, spanning a wide range of subject areas. A growing selection of library products includes archives, data, case studies, and videos. SAGE remains majority owned by its founder and after her lifetime will be owned by a charitable trust that secures the company’s continued independence. Principal offices are located in London, Los Angeles, New Delhi, Singapore, and Washington, D.C.

www.sagepub.com

T & F Title Finder

Roger Horton, CEO, Taylor & Francis Group

Taylor & Francis Group is pleased to be a dynamic digital program of the Rowman & Littlefield Group. The company is a major player in academic and professional publishing, with a diverse list of 700+ imprints in the social sciences, business and humanities. A leading publisher in law and the natural sciences, the company’s imprints include CA, CRC Press, IOP Publishing, Informa Healthcare, and Informa Law. Taylor & Francis Group is the second largest and fastest-growing independent publisher in the world, with offices in the UK, the US, Canada, China, and India.

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite

Library Champions program

Richard Robinson, Chairman, President, & CEO

Scholarly is honored to join ALA in championing the important role school and public libraries play in providing children of all ages access to books, research, and technology. As an active supporter of ALA, our company believes libraries are valuable resources for improving student achievement and fostering a love of learning and books—books that “open a world of possibility.” Through Scholarly Library Publishing, we are proud to respond to libraries’ needs with our award-winning children’s books and our innovative digital programs of BookFlix®, ScienceFlix®, FreedomFlix®, BookPile®, and SciencePile®. Find our latest report, School Libraries Work!, at www.scholastic.com/SALP2016.

www.scholastic.com/librarypublishing

Basil Moffat, President–IP & Science

Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is pleased to work with more than 5,500 universities, governments, and research institutions around the world, enabling the entire research workforce with solutions like Web of Science®, InCites™, and EndNote®. We want to be the partner or the co-partner in the country, we see librarians at the forefront of advancing knowledge and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is pleased to work with more than 5,500 universities, governments, and research institutions around the world, enabling the entire research workforce with solutions like Web of Science®, InCites™, and EndNote®. We want to be the partner in the country, we see librarians at the forefront of advancing knowledge and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is pleased to work with more than 5,500 universities, governments, and research institutions around the world, enabling the entire research workforce with solutions like Web of Science®, InCites™, and EndNote®. We want to be the partner or the co-partner in the country, we see librarians at the forefront of advancing knowledge and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is pleased to work with more than 5,500 universities, governments, and research institutions around the world, enabling the entire research workforce with solutions like Web of Science®, InCites™, and EndNote®. We want to be the partner or the co-partner in the country, we see librarians at the forefront of advancing knowledge and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is pleased to work with more than 5,500 universities, governments, and research institutions around the world, enabling the entire research workforce with solutions like Web of Science®, InCites™, and EndNote®. We want to be the partner or the co-partner in the country, we see librarians at the forefront of advancing knowledge and scholarship in the United States. Thomson Reuters is proud to be a part of the American Library Association’s Library Champions program. We recognize the contributions our nation’s libraries and librarians make toward strengthening science and scholarsh

www.ip-science.thomsonreuters.com

Rowman & Littlefield

Jed Lyons, President & CEO

Rowman & Littlefield is one of the largest and fastest-growing independent publishers and distributors worldwide. This year we will publish more than 2,500 new academic, reference, and professional books in virtually all fields of the humanities and social sciences, as well as hundreds of trade books through our newly acquired trade division, Globe Pequot. Each title is released simultaneously in print and ebook editions, and for sale through our own ebook store on our website. We also own National Book Network (NBN), NBN International, and Rowman & Littlefield International, based in the UK.

www.rowman.com

www.sagepub.com